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anew, «nd on her return in September she found her own
empire undermined, and her favorite, the dictator, whom she
h*d been so instrumental in creating, on the eve of being ex-
pelled. The dismissal of Citizen Lockroy was imminent.
It is difficult for those unacquainted with French customs
to have any idea of the importance attached by the public to
all that concerns the stage, of the absorbing interest taken by
the Parisians in the quarrels of actors, in the vicissitudes of
their theatres, in the green-room intrigues. The high honor
in which dramatic literature is held contributes greatly toward
exciting this interest Actors in France are not left to their
own resources, as is the case in other countries. The French
government grants considerable subsidies to the larger theatres,
in order to enable them to add eclat to their performances, to
afford to their artists the leisure necessary to perfect their
studies, to remunerate the talent employed. The influence
of government is not so materially felt by the minor theatres,
though its protection and encouragement is also extended to
them. Among the houses to which the subsidy is granted,
the chief are the Grand Opera and the Theatre Francais.
The Grand Opera, one of the greatest attractions the capital
offers to foreigners, is, in part, a dependence of the crown, and,
since its creation by Louis XIV., all the succeeding sovereigns
hawe Mt * prate in sustaining it with eclat. As to tie Thea-
tre Fraft^aia, or La Gooa&lie Praacafe, as it is indifferently
called, its actore are looked upon as the chosen and enlighten-
ed interpreters of that dramatic literature which is one of the
glories of France. The actors reap the benefit of the worship
tributed to the genius of Corneille, Racine, Moliere, Rr gnard,
Voltaire, and so many other master-minds- Hence the lively
interest with which the public regards every thing that con-
eenas thenx Their lawsuits are matters of public import; the
distinguished lawyers dispute the honor of figuring in
asd the public journals follow the cases as though the
ftte ef tie country was at stake.
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